Spatial data mining, or knowledge discovery in spatial database, refers to the extraction of implicit knowledge, spatial relations, or other patterns not explicitly stored in spatial databases. Spatial data mining is the process of discovering interesting characteristics and patterns that may implicitly exist in spatial database. A huge amount of spatial data and newly emerging concept of Spatial Data Mining which includes the spatial distance made it an arduous task. Knowledge discovery in spatial databases is the extraction of implicit knowledge, spatial relations and discovery of interesting characteristics and patterns that are not explicitly represented in the databases. Co-location pattern discovery is the process of finding the subsets of features that are frequently located together in the same region. Spatial co-location patterns associate the co-existence of non-spatial features in a spatial neighborhood. The Previous methods of mining co-location patterns, converts neighborhoods of feature instances to item sets and applies mining techniques for transactional data to discover the patterns, combines the discovery of spatial neighborhoods with the mining process. It is an extension of a spatial join algorithm that operates on multiple inputs and counts long pattern instances. Previous works on discovering co-location patterns is based on participation index and participation ratio. In this paper we address the problem of mining co-location patterns with a novel method called Mediod participation index Our technique is an extension of maximal participation ratio and deploys the idea of K-mediods from clustering algorithms.. As demonstrated by experimentation, our method yields significant performance improvements compared to previous approaches.
INTRODUCTION 1.1 Data Mining
Extraction of knowledge from a data set in a human understandable form is the goal of data mining. The primary source to perform data mining [1, 2] is the place where the data resides i.e database. It is a huge collection of facts related to some domain in the outside world in an organized manner. One of the primary aims or objectives of data mining is to analyze regularities that enable us for a detailed study of the domain explained by the database. Data mining is also known as Knowledge Discovery. It leaves ample scope to discover the process and patterns from a large database. It identifies the valid, potentially useful, understandable patterns & relationships in data. It discovers the new patterns from the large database [3, 4] . It is evolved as a new interdisciplinary field of computer science.
Spatial Database and its Applications
Earlier in the research of data mining, only non-spatial data was concentrated. This resulted in the great achievement in finance, GIS, business, insurance, etc. Later the focus of research has been shifted to spatial data from non-spatial data. The important difference between non-spatial data and spatial data is that spatial data includes the constraints like scales, coordinates and have pictorial information.
Owing to some constraints, the covert knowledge embedded in the spatial database cannot be retrieved using conventional database management systems. It needs advanced management systems to tackle with. Use of spatial data enhances the productivity of data mining. This was recognized by scientists, environmental researchers, administrators and business professionals. Spatial data cannot be treated in the same way as it was with the other forms of data. A spatial database management system is used for this purpose. The primary technology for SDBMS is Geographic Information System. The difference between the GIS & SDBMS is that the GIS has a rich set of operations over few objects and layers, whereas SDBMS provides simpler operations on a set of objects and set of layers. Internet provides a spatially sensitive search engine. Queries such as "Find all Udipi Hotels in Hyderabad" can be answered by such search engines. Spatial technologies can be used to determine the location of the mobile phones which helps in providing location-based services. The applications of spatial data are those which involve decisions. For example, In GeoMarketing, a store can establish its trade area, i.e the spatial boundary of its customers. Then the profile of those customers is analyzed on the basis of both their properties and the properties related to the area where they live.
In Geography, the main basis of data analysis is conventional statistics and multi-dimensional analysis which doesn"t consider spatial data [5] . However the geographic data implies that the observations that are near-by in the space tend to share similar (or correlated) attribute values. This comprises the fundamental of distinct scientific area that focuses on interdependence of near-by observations, unlike conventional statistics. This is known as "spatial statistics". The extension of spatial statistics is Multi-dimensional analytical methods [6] . The study proves that spatial statistics is an integral part of spatial data mining as it provides data driven analysis. Some of these methods are now implemented in operational GIS or analysis tool. This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, spatial data mining is discussed in section 2, section 3 discusses co-location mining in which a case study is presented in-addition to the discussion related to existing and proposed system. Experimental setup is discussed in Section 4 in which the algorithm present in section 3 is programmed and results are analyzed, conclusion and scope for future work is given in section 5.
SPATIAL DATA MINING
The extra features that distinguish spatial data from other forms of data are spatial co-ordinates, topological distance, and direction information. By inclusion of many features, query language has become too complicated. The process to discover knowledge is not so easy as earlier now. The reason is "spatial statistics". In contrast to the mining in relational databases, spatial data mining algorithms need to consider the objects that are near-by in order to extract useful knowledge as there is influence of one object on the neighboring object. Different approaches have been developed for knowledge discovery from spatial data such as Spatial Classification, Spatial association rule mining, Spatial Clustering [7] .
Spatial classification
The basic objective of classification is to assign an object to a class from a given set of classes based on the attribute values of the object. In spatial classification the attribute values of neighboring objects may also be relevant for the membership of objects and therefore have to be considered as well. Grouping of data items according to their attribute values into categories is known as Classification [8] . This is identified as supervised classification; unsupervised classification is called as clustering. ""Supervised" classification needs a training dataset to train or configure the classification model, a validation dataset to validate (or optimize) the configuration, and a test dataset to test or evaluate the performance of the trained model [9, 10] . Classification methods include, for example, decision trees, linear discriminant function, support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural networks, maximum likelihood estimation, nearest neighbor methods and case-based reasoning .
Spatial association
The original aim of association rule mining is to identify the regularities between the items in the large transactional databases. Generally the strength is indicated by confidence and support denotes the frequency of the association rule. Rules that have reasonably large support needs more concentration [11] . Spatial properties and predicates are considered while formulating spatial association rules in spatial database which is similar to mining of the association rules in transactional or relational databases. Spatial co-location pattern mining differs with association rule mining [14] only in the technical manner, where as they are conceptually similar. A colocation pattern can be obtained by the input of a dataset of spatial features and their locations. These patterns represent subsets of features that are located together more frequently. For example, certain species of bird tend to habitat with certain type of trees. A location is not a transaction and two features rarely exist at exactly the same location. To check the features that colocate in the same neighborhood, a user-specified neighborhood is needed. Many measures and algorithms have been proposed to mine spatial co-location patterns.
Spatial clustering
Clustering is interpreted as the task of collecting the objects of a database into meaningful detectable subclasses (that is clusters) so that the members of a cluster are as similar as possible whereas the members of different clusters differ as much as possible from each other. In Data analysis Cluster analysis is very frequently used, which organizes a set of data items into groups (or clusters) so that items in the same group are similar to each other and different from those in other groups [6, 15] . Clustering methods can be broadly classified into Five groups they are Partitioning algorithms, Density based clustering, Hierarchical Algorithms, Grid-Based Methods and ModelBased Clustering Methods. Example algorithms of the above classification are K-Means, K-medoids, DBSCAN [16] GDBSCAN [17] Chameleon. To consider spatial information in clustering, three types of clustering analysis are existing, they are spatial clustering, regionalization, and point pattern analysis. This paper primarily focuses on spatial data mining, with a specific reference to spatial co-location pattern mining which is conceptually similar to association mining but technically very different.
CO-LOCATION PATTERNS
Spatial co-location pattern mining is similar to association mining. A spatial association rule is a rule of the form "AB" where A and B are sets of predicates and some of which are spatial ones. In a large database many association relationships may exist but some may occur rarely or may not hold in most cases [18, 19] .
Application of Association Rules on Spatial Data
Spatial and non-spatial relationships at a concept level are discovered in spatial data mining [20] . Spatial objects are defined as merged spatial regions or clustered spatial points. Spatial or non-spatial relationships which contain spatial predicates such as adjacent_to, occur_together, near_by, inside, close_to etc cannot be identified by the above methods. Object/predicate relationships are represented by Spatial Association rules containing spatial predicates, For example, the following rules are spatial association rules "is_ a( k, gas station)  close_to( k, highway)". To facilitate the specification of the primitives for the spatial data mining, an SQL-like spatial data mining query interface, which is designed based on a spatial SQL proposed in [21] , has been specified for an experimental spatial data mining system prototype, GeoMiner.
Modeling of Co-location rules
Co-location pattern discovery is the process of finding the subsets of features that are frequently located together in the same region. Spatial co-location patterns associate the coexistence of non-spatial features in a spatial neighborhood. Owing to the following reasons Co-location pattern discovery is an ardent task [22] . With traditional association rule mining algorithms it is difficult to find co-location patterns since there is no concept of traditional "transaction" in most of spatial datasets. The instances of a spatial feature are getting distributed in a spatial framework, these instances share complex spatial neighborhood relationships with other spatial instances. Time complexity to generate the table instances of co-location pattern is very high. A model based approach for finding co-location rules is discussed [23] . The Previous methods of mining colocation patterns, converts neighborhoods of feature instances to item sets and applies mining techniques for transactional data to discover the patterns [15] . Some earlier methods combined mining process with the discovery of spatial neighborhoods and they are extensions of a spatial join algorithm that operates on multiple inputs and counts long pattern instances [14] . A Co-location rule is of the form:L 1 L 2 (p,cp) where L1 and L2 are colocations, p and cp represents prevalence measure and conditional probability [24] . The definition of neighbor relation R is an input and is based on the semantics of application domains. It may be defined using graph theory such as connected, adjacent or metric relationship using distance measures such as earth mover distance, Euclidean distance, city block distance etc or a combination. The table instance of a colocation is the collection of all its row instances. Previous works on discovering co-location patterns is based on participation index and maximal participation ratio. Participation Ratio : The Participation ratio P r for a feature type fi of a co-location L is the fraction of instances of f i which participate in any row instance of co-location L. It is defined as
Participation ratio and participation index are monotonically decreasing with respect to co-location size.
Our Proposition
In this section, we review a framework of mining co-location patterns, since our proposed solution in this paper is based on this model. For any co-location mining algorithm major challenge is neighborhood enumeration, identifying row instances of co-location. Our approach follows apriori algorithm, it is an extension of the participation index [14] and maximal participation ratio [22] . The following algorithm generates all the co-location rules with high prevalence"s and conditional probabilities.
Algorithm
Step 1: Initialize prevalent co location set of size 1 along with table instance
Step 2: Generates co location rules of size 2
Step 3: For co-location of size (2, 3, 4 …K-1) do Begin Step 4: Generate candidate prevalent co-location
Step 5: Generate table instance
Step 6: Prune co-locations using prevalence threshold
Step 7: Generate co-locations rules
Step 8: Stop Explanation Of Step 4: Candidate prevalent co-locations of size K+1 are generated using combinatorial approach from prevalent co-locations of size K along with their table instances. figure 1 , the neighborhood relation R is defined based on the Euclidean distance. Two instances are neighbors if their Euclidean distance is less than a user specified threshold. Neighboring instances are connected by edges. For instance {1,3,6,5}, {16,13,9,12} and {10,2,7,9, 12} are all neighbor-sets because each set forms a clique. Here, we use the instance-id to refer to an object in figure 1 . Additional neighbor-sets include {14,20}, {4,15,8} and {10,2,7,9}. {A,B,C,D,E} is a co-location pattern. The neighborhood-set {10,2,7,9,12} is a row instance of pattern {A,B,C,D,E} but the neighborhood-set {10,2,7,9,12,13} is not a row instance of co-location {A,B,C,D,E} because it has a proper subset {10,2,7,9,12} which contains all the features in {A,B,C,D,E}. Finally rowset ({A,B,C,D,E}) include only {10,2,7,9,12} but not {10,2,7,9,12,13}.
Case Study

Conditional Probability
For a co-location rule R: A B, the conditional probability cp(R) of R is defined as ({A,B,C,D,E}) contains following eight patterns {{12,9,2,  10,13,} {12,9,16,10,13}{5,6,3,10,11}{5,6,3,14,11}{5,6,3,1,11}  {12,9,2,10,7}{12,9,16,10,7}{5,6,3 cp( {A,B,C} {D,E} ) represent the conditional probability of the occurrence of the road accident whenever the traffic is jammed.
Traffic is jammed in four cases i.e {4,15,11}, {10,2,7}, {1,3,11} and {14,3,11}. Among these four, Accident occurs only when the traffic is jammed along with the violation of the road rules i.e -{10,2,7}, {1,3,11} and {14,3,11}.
Hence we conclude that, For every 4 traffic jams, there is a probability of 3 times occurring of an accident i.e. 75%.
Participation ratio
Given a spatial database S, to measure how a spatial feature f is co-located with other features in co-location pattern C, a participation ratio pr(C, f) can be defined as 
Participation Index
Participation index (PI) of the event is the probability of occurring of an event based on the participation ratios of the objects in the event. The event can occur only when all the objects in the event occur simultaneously. For example, an accident can occur when both the traffic jam and violation of road rules occur simultaneously. It depends on the participation ratios of the objects. When the least participated object occurs, surely all the remaining objects participate in the event. Hence the participation index is the minimal of the participation ratios
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of all the objects in the event [14] . Taking the minimal of all the ratios, the participation index PI({A,B,C,D,E}) of co-location pattern {A,B,C,D,E} is 1/2 which correspond to feature E.
Max Participation index
It represents the maximal of the participation ratios of the objects occurring in an event. This can be used to know about the objects which influence the most on the event and corresponding action can be take care. The participation ratios of A,B,C,D and E are 3/4, 3/5, 3/4, 2/3, 1/2 respectively in the event {A,B,C,D,E}. Among these, we can see that A and C have the higher influence of 75%.
Figure 2: Snapshot showing eight co-location patterns
Occurring of {A,B,C,D,E} together mean an event will happen in this case event is occurring of accident. Here we analyze occurring of accidents and give remedies using co-location mining. We look at the role of each feature, A is car, D&E involve in violation of traffic rules in which D corresponds to traffic police and E corresponds to traffic signal. Among four cars available, three cars are involved in the accident. This means 75% of car involves in accident. Hence, we need to take necessary action on the cars to reduce the accidents. If the event is a negative one, then we need to discourage the objects with maxPI where as if the event is a positive one, then we need to encourage the objects with maxPI.
Medoid Participation index
We mostly use the factor maxPI to decide the most promising feature or the one that should be prevented. In the above example, we concluded that the feature A & C i.e occurrence of the cars on the road has to be reduced as a preventive measure for the accidents. But it is not possible to prevent the cars to travel on the roads as they are meant for transportation. In this case, we cannot use the factor maxPI to decide the feature that has to be taken care. So, in this case maxPI has failed, here we propose a new approach called Medoid Approach, which takes the medoid of the Participation ratios of the features in the feature set F as a factor to decide. In the above example, the participation ratios of A,B,C,D and E are 3/4, 3/5, 3/4, 2/3, 1/2 respectively in the event {A,B,C,D,E}. The PI is 1/2 which corresponds to feature E, maxPI is 3/4 which corresponds to feature A or C, medoidPI is 2/3 which corresponds to feature D i.e traffic police as shown in figure 3 . Feature D has three instances i.e{6,9,17}among these two are participating in the event. Among three traffic policeman accident is occurring in the presence of two traffic policeman, while in the presence of third policeman accidents are not occurring. This means 66.67% of the traffic police are involved in accidents. Traffic police instances which are involved in accidents are {6,9}whose negligence endangers the situation. Hence we need to take action on the corresponding traffic police whose negligence is creating the accident on the roads. Generally, using maxPI as the factor, the feature which is most contextually useful is being reported as the most promising Hence we need to take action on the corresponding traffic police whose negligence is creating the accident on the roads. Generally, using maxPI as the factor, the feature which is most contextually useful is being reported as the most promising or the one that should be prevented. That feature cannot be avoided as it plays the key role in any use case taken. When the feature is found to be most useful, then we need to take the next maximum PR which may also be one of the most contextually used. This may take many steps to find the feature when the number of features in the feature set F is large in number. But in the medoid approach, we do not come across these multiple steps. We get the result in a single step. Hence the medoid approach can be used which gives the optimal results with a least contextually used feature as a factor. In the event {A,B,C,D,E}, by using the factor maxPI, we got the features A and C that has to be taken care. But these features are contextually most useful. Hence these cannot be avoided. Now by applying Mediod Participation index, we got the feature D to be taken care which is comparatively less contextually important than A and C.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Figure 4: snapshot of spatial data
In this section we present experiments to evaluate the performance of three algorithms -a) Participation Index b) Maximum Participation Index c) Proposed co-location mining algorithm using Medoid Participation Index. Our experiments are performed on synthetic data sets as shown in figure 1 . We programmed the Colocation mining algorithm using proposed method medoid approach under JAVA framework, and the MySQL 5.1.3 as the database to store the spatial details and the co-location patterns that are formed based on the input. At first we take the input of the spatial data which includes the fields <Name, Value, X-Coordinate, YCoordinate>. These values can also be given through a text file which has the values written earlier. Name indicates the spatial object like A,B,C,D,E. Value indicates the instance-id of the object. X and Y coordinates refer to the position of the object.
These values are stored in the table "graph" in the database as shown in figure 4 . In the second stage, we take the input of the edge values between the objects which represent some relationship between them. These values also can be given through a text file input. These are un-weighted edges. These values are stored in the table edge in the database. Now co-location patterns are formulated which will display the row-set, participation ratio, participation index of the co-location patterns for any number of features. The details in the above displayed table can be exported to an excel sheet, whose snapshot is shown in figure 5 . A sample co-location pattern for five features is shown in figure 2 . A participation index is proposed to measure how all the spatial features in a colocation pattern are co-located. If the participation index value is high it indicates that the spatial features are likely to occur together in a co-location pattern. In our experiments co-location for feature 1 to feature 5 has been done and corresponding colocation patterns have been formulated as shown in figure 5 , first column corresponds to features involved in co-location. Second column corresponds to row set for only one feature we get their corresponding instances. Third column contains participation ratio which are calculated as shown in section 3.3.2. Fourth column gives participation index which is the minimum of participation ratio, fifth column gives max participation index which is maximum of participation ratio and the last column will give medoid participation index which is median of participation ratio as shown in figure 5.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have extracted co-location patterns having high prevalence using a novel medoid approach. In literature the co-locations are based on participation index(PI) and MaxPI. Our experiments are based on the case study given in figure 1 . we have extracred co-locations for all the five features as shown in figure 5 . MaxPI gives the feature which is most crucial in the event in our case occuring of accidents. In this case if we want to control road accidents we have to stop moving of cars on roads which is ridiculous. So we cannot stop moving of cars on roads to avoid accidents. Hence it is concluded that generally maxPI gives feature which is contextually cannot be removed. Semantic gap will be more when we consider maxPI for identifing the feature to be checked in co-locaton mining. When we apply medoidPI the feature it gave is traffic police among three traffic police accidents are occurring while two traffic police were there. Hence action can be taken on these two traffic policeman so that accidents are to be controlled. The medoid approach can be used which gives the optimal results with a least contextually used feature as a factor. By using MedoidPI semantic gap is also reduced. In Future we want to extend the work on very large spatial database and conclude the results and we want to address the issue of semantic gap in formulating co-location patterns.
